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About This Game

Dashing Dinos is a fast-paced, physics-based, local multiplayer game. Play against a couple of friends on your couch or bring
your next house party to a whole new level!

Choose the Dino that suits your play-style best and go wild with unique equipment choices. There is no reason why your Dino
can't be a crazed, pumpkin-wielding Viking Angel!
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CHARGE your DASH-POWER to the max.
AIM at your target.

RELEASE the DASH and send your opponents flying!

Secure your win with a variety of pickups! Enemies can be poisoned, frozen, confused, or even blown up, while you can escape
safely - in invincible mode.

Be the lone survivor in a deadly match! Score goals against your friends or steal their precious, precious eggs. There are so many
ways you can win against your fellow players! You can team up or leave every Dino for himself.
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You think, victory is close, just because you've mastered all the moves and pickups? But beware, you're treading on thin ice!
Mud is more slippery than volcanic rock and you don't want to end up in deadly spikes, thorns or the burning hot lava!
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Title: Dashing Dinos
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Lost Mountain
Publisher:
Lost Mountain
Release Date: 26 Oct, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or newer

Processor: 2.4 GHz Dual core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 260 or ATI 4850

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Gamepad or Controller recommended

English,French,Italian,German,Russian,Portuguese
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I love these kinds of games... This one is just far to simple when it comes to the characters. Mix that with pixelated art and the
lack of any interesting fights so far and I just cant get behind this.... This is a fun point and click adventure game which is a nice
break from FPS (First Person Shooters). Most of the scenes are puzzle related as the story progresses and speaking of which the
setting is 1936 from Hong Kong to Tibet and then on to several other exotic places. Third Reich soldiers are seeking occult
items in their future war against the world and as you can guess it's up to the main character and his allies to stop them.

The tale in itself focuses upon one Fenton Paddock (rogue much?) who was dishonorably charged from the British Army and
you get the idea he took the fall for somebody. He's your typical British “do gooder” with dry wit and a self-deprecating nature.
His allies come and go but mostly stay with Kim, who is his love interest and the daughter of Fenton's mentor friend. Sometimes
you will get to play Kim and Fenton at the same time. You will also get various scene cuts when you complete missions or when
the story needs to jump to other characters, including those of the Third Reich.

Note that a good deal of the puzzles are related to combining items or elements in your surroundings. If you get stuck the
answers are online.

They evoked the era very well. There's music from the 1930s and the clothing and buildings felt authentic. Hardcore historians
may take issue.

SOUND/MUSIC: B plus to A minus; STORY/PLOTTING: A minus; CHARACTERS/DIALOGUE: B plus; GRAPHICS: B to
B plus; GAMEPLAY: A minus; OVERALL GRADE: B plus to A minus.. If you liked yume nikki, you'll love this game.

It's really charming and fun to play, with some new and interesting game mechanics I've never really seen before. And I love the
dreamlike and outlandish aesthetic the game has.
10/10 If you like surreal exploration games then this is the game for you.. After reading the reviews for this game I thought I
had to try this game out for myself. This game is bad, pretty bad. The story mode has no story. You have to figure out the
controls by yourself, there is no way to configure the keys and the mouse does absolutely nothing at all. It can't even be used to
adjust the view while you're driving. The physics is non existent and it makes you press the enter key on screens that have no
real purpose except to slow you down. If this game was made in 2000 I could understand it's UI but for a 2010 game...

On the positive side, the music isn't too bad and the graphics look alright, like a gamecube era game with sharp graphics. The
gameplay is like super mario kart where you race along picking up mystery boxes and try to shoot/bomb/ram the other
competitors out of the way. The game also runs at 144fps and has zero lag and loading times.

It's a pity - this game could have been a great game if they had used common sense 101 in the UI and put in a physics engine.
But as a game that came out in 2010, don't expect any updates coming out anytime soon. I'm glad I didn't have to pay for this
game.. Decent game--would have liked to have to found more hidden objects. A good game, Just needed more spice.. Clunky
and unpolished, doesn't meet todays standard for games, imo
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Tiny Bridge: Ratventure is basically a bridge building game with an active element where you need to move the two rats and
gather the cheese pieces as the structure you built swing and stretch based on the weight. It is a puzzle game that has been done
before, but usually, the units (lemmings, monkeys, etc.) move on their own logic toward the exit, rather than you controlling it.
The idea is to use minimum number of moves and minimum number of segments to build the structure. This is obviously a
mobile game port, as the structure is identical to many similar action-puzzle games, including the long-lived Angry Birds
franchise, where you have multiple "stages", each stage containing a dozen or more levels and you can get up to 3 stars per level.
The more stars, the more levels are unlocked. There's not much else to the game though. The trick is in how complicated
structure you have to build and how to minimize the steps you have to take to grab all the cheese. As the cheese are further apart
and terrain gets trickier, the structures you build start to take on Rube Goldberg machine properties even though they aren't
supposed to move... much.

If you want a bridge-building game, there are better ones. This is a puzzle game similar to Worlds of Goo where you build
structures to reach stuff. It's really nothing special.. Nice little (short) game with sensible puzzles and good hint system. Some of
the objects are a littll;e hard to see though.
Last puzzle is a bit annoying. Enjoyable, approx. 4 hours.. This game has a lot of Potential. Seriously. It is like Foxhole. Survival
foxhole with Fallout 4 combined. Down to building and all that. But with better survivial knacks. Also tracks your metabolism
and food minerals etc. SO, Scum, Fallot and Foxhole combined.
Will be a bit difficult to learn owing to the amount of stuff in it in the begining. But I think it will surely be well worth the wait
for it to be polished.. A great option for beginners to the visual novel medium and a decent port from the PS4/VITA versions,
though chapter 9 in particular gets a bit samey and tedious despite what route you are aiming for. Aside from that the artwork is
very nostalgic, reminds me of a late 90s style similar to Kosuke Fujishima's work as well as being reminiscent of the art style of
Love Plus. Admittedly the soundtrack was a teensy bit lacking, but for the length of the game it was somewhat appropriate.

Overall I personally enjoyed this and would recommend those who are interested in the medium and/or in the mystery genre to
try it out. It really is horrific, downright absurd, comedic, or deeply saddening depending on the route you achieve, with the true
ending being the sweetest reward for all those hours of hardwork.

Overall Score: 8/10

Protip: If you are going to play through the game BLIND on your first run like I did, be prepared for missing an achievement or
two.. Great game. Does run on Windows 10 in full screen mode for me. Just don't switch to another program because you will
lose the game (it'll show a small, blacked-out window instead of full screen graphics). The game is pretty good about saving
progress so if it happens, not that big a deal.. I am very unhappy with this game and the service I received from Steam support.I
paid $10 to Steam for this game and downloaded it to my Steam account.However,when I tried to start the game from the title
page it would not start despite me playing the demo ok beforehand.The start title is in grey printing as is configuration the other
3 titles like read me and exit in white and function.I have written to Steam support on several occasions and sent a screenshot of
the problem.I note that from the forum that other gamers have had this same problem.Steam did not help me at all just gave me
the run around so I have paid $10 for nothing.I call that robbery and if you were in Australia I would report Steam to Consumer
Affairs.I tried uninstalling and reinstalling but nothing worked.As far as I know Steam are aware of this problem but continue to
sell the game as if nothing is wrong. I will be surprised if Steam publish my report but I will tell you that Steam has lost my
business.. This game is horrible. I will leave it at that.. Classic Retro
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